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For future spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) missions, digital beamforming (DBF) on receive in elevation to form a sharp
high receive beamwill be adopted to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) level and suppress range ambiguities. However, in some
special cases, range ambiguities may be received by grating lobes with the high receive beam gain, and range ambiguities would
not be well suppressed and even may be increased. In this paper, a new receiving approach based on analog beamforming (ABF)
and DBF is proposed. According to the spaceborne SAR imaging geometry and the selected pulse repetition frequency (PRF), the
antenna patterns of all subapertures of the whole receive antenna in elevation are adjusted by ABF at first. Afterwards, signals from
all subapertures in elevation are combined by a real time DBF processor onboard. Since grating lobes could be suppressed by the
antenna pattern of the subapertures via ABF, range ambiguities would be well suppressed even if ambiguities are received by grating
lobes. Simulation results validate the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

Future spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems
require the high resolution wide swath imaging capacity [1–
3]. Although the high azimuth geometric resolution and the
wide swath pose different pulse repetition pulse frequency
(PRF) requirements, this contradiction could be overcome by
the azimuth multichannel technique [2–5], which introduces
additional spatial samples to reduce the PRF requirement. In
addition to overcoming the contradictive PRF requirement,
improving the signal to noise ratio (SNR) level and suppress-
ing range ambiguities are very important for spaceborne high
resolution wide swath imaging.

To improve the SNR level and suppress range ambiguities,
a large size of the planar receive antenna is adopted in
elevation. Furthermore, the large receive antenna is divided
into multiple subapertures, and echoes of the whole imaged
swath are individually received and sampled in individual
channel by each subaperture. Afterwards, echoes from all
subapertures are combined together by a digital beamform-
ing (DBF) processor [6–9]. Besides adopting the large size

of the planar antenna with multiple subapertures, the large
size of the reflector antenna is also suggested for the DBF
operation in elevation [10–12]. This DBF on receive scheme
is to form a narrow sharp receive beam which follows the
radar pulse as it travels on the ground. Taking account of
the hardware complexity of the spaceborne SAR system,
the large receive antenna is divided into a limited number
of subapertures [13, 14]. As a result, grating lobes would
occur during the radar pulse chasing. In most cases, we
need not take care of these grating lobes, since these lobes
would not receive any radar echoes. However, in some special
cases depending on the relationship between the operated
PRF and the side looking SAR imaging geometry, parts of
range ambiguities are received by grating lobes with the high
antenna gain, which may result in the seriously increased
range ambiguity to signal ratio (RASR).

A simple way to suppress the power of grating lobs is that
the large receive antenna is divided into more subapertures
at cost of the increased system complexity. In this paper, a
new receive approach combined with analog beamforming
(ABF) in each subaperture and DBF in the whole receive
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antenna is proposed.The antenna pattern of each subaperture
in elevation is adjusted via ABF to suppress gain of grating
lobes, when the range ambiguities are received by grating
lobes. Simulation results validate the effect on suppressing the
RASR of the proposed approach.

This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 reviews the
DBF on receive approach and analyzes the case of part of
range ambiguities received by grating lobes. The proposed
receive approach in elevation is presented in Section 3.
Afterwards, a simulation experiment of a designed system
example is carried out in Section 4. Finally, this paper is
concluded in Section 5.

2. DBF on Receive

Similar to the displaced phase center multiple azimuth beams
(DPCMAB) technique in azimuth, the large receive antenna
in elevation adopted in DBF on receive is also divided
into multiple subapertures to receive echoes of the whole
illuminated area, and echoes received by each subaperture
are individually downconversed and sampled. To avoid a
large amount of the raw data to be downlinked, echoes from
all subapertures in elevation are combined together by a
DBF processor onboard. Actually, this processing scheme
implements a range time variant scanning beam which
follows the transmitted radar pulse as it travels on the ground,
and it is named SCan-On-REceive (SCORE) [6].

To reduce the system complexity and the processing
difficulty onboard, the number of subapertures to be divided
in elevation is usually very limited. As a result, according to
the working principle of the phased array antenna, multiple
grating lobeswould appear andmay become very high during
the sharp receiving beam scanning especially for the edge
of the swath with a large scanned angle. Figure 1 shows
the antenna pattern of the large array antenna, the carrier
frequency is 9.6GHz, the length of the antenna is 1.6m, the
number of subapertures is 8, and the squinted beam pointing
direction is 3∘.

According to the working principle of the phased array
antenna, the angular interval between the main beam point-
ing direction and the grating lobe pointing direction can be
expressed as [15]

Δ𝜃
𝑔𝑙,𝑘

= 𝑘 ⋅
𝜆

𝑑
𝑟

, 𝑘 = ±1, ±2, . . . , (1)

where 𝑘 is the serial number of grating lobes, 𝜆 is the
wavelength, and 𝑑

𝑟
is the length of the subaperture. Since the

antenna pattern of the whole phased array is weighted by the
antenna pattern of the subaperture as shown in Figure 1, the
first pair of grating lobes are with the highest power and the
first pair should be only considered during the system design.
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Figure 1: Array antenna pattern with a limited number of subaper-
tures.

where 𝐻 is the height of the platform and 𝑅
𝑒
is the radius

of the Earth. According to the spaceborne SAR imaging
geometry, the 𝑚th range ambiguity of the point target P is
described by the slant range 𝑟

𝑚
and the looking angle 𝜃

𝑚
as

follows:
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(3)

where PRF is the pulse repetition frequency and 𝑐 is the speed
of the light. If the angular interval Δ𝜃

𝑚
= 𝜃
𝑚
− 𝜃
0
between

the target and its corresponding range ambiguity arriving
directions to the receive antenna equals to Δ𝜃

𝑔𝑙,1
, then the

corresponding range ambiguity is received by the grating lobe
as shown in Figure 2.

3. ABF and DBF on Receive

One of simple ways to resolve the problem of the high
range ambiguity due to ambiguities received by grating lobes
is changing the operated PRF of the swath. However, this
changing sometimes may conflict with the timing diagram
selection. Another way is suppressing grating lobes during
DBF processing, which results in the main gain reduction
and the increased power of sidelobes. Actually, grating lobes
could be well suppressed by adjusting the antenna pattern of
each subaperture, since the receive antenna pattern 𝐺

𝑟
(𝜃) is

written as follows:

𝐺
𝑟
(𝜃) = 𝐺sub (𝜃) ⋅ ADBF (𝜃 | 𝜃0) , (4)
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Figure 2: Graphic explanation of range ambiguities received by grating lobes during pulse chasing.
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where 𝑁
𝑒
is the number of subapertures in elevation, while

𝜃
0
(𝜏) indicates the fast time 𝜏 variant echo reviving direction.

Furthermore, each subaperture consists of multiple element
antennas which are controlled by the ABF net. As a result, the
receive antenna pattern 𝐺

𝑟
(𝜃) is rewritten as follows:
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(7)

where 𝐺
0
represents the antenna gain of the element antenna

in elevation, 𝑑
𝑒
is the length of the element antenna, 𝑄 is

the number of element antennas in each subaperture, and 𝜃
𝑐

indicates the center of the imaged swath. To avoid the high

RASR level, an additional angular interval Δ𝜃
𝑟
is introduced,

and the receive antenna pattern becomes

𝐺
𝑟
(𝜃) = 𝐺

𝑟,0
⋅ sinc( 𝜆

𝑑
𝑒

sin 𝜃) ⋅ AABF (𝜃 | (𝜃𝑐 + Δ𝜃𝑟))

⋅ ADBF (𝜃 | 𝜃0) .

(8)

This means that the receive beam of each subaperture in
elevation is not pointed to the swath center, which may result
in the little degradation of the obtained SNR. However, the
additional angular interval Δ𝜃

𝑟
is very useful to suppress the

range ambiguities, since the high grating lobes could be well
suppressed by the antenna pattern of the subaperture.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of ABF and DBF on
receive in elevation, which contains two parts: ABF net of
each subaperture and DBF net of the whole receive antenna.
The ABF net of each subaperture consists of 𝑠 series of phase
shifters, their corresponding phase is expressed as a vector 𝜑

𝑘

as follows:
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(9)

where𝑀 is the number of phase shifters of each subaperture
and 𝜃mid indicates the normal direction of the whole receive
antenna. The vector 𝜑

𝑘

is used to adjust the antenna pattern
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Figure 3: The block diagram of ABF and DBF on receive in eleva-
tion.

of the subaperture. For the next DBF step [16], a multiplied
complex steering vector w(𝜏) and a time delay vector D(𝜏)
representing a series of time delayers are, respectively, given
as follows:

w (𝜏) = [1, exp(𝑗2𝜋𝑑
𝜆
sin (𝜃
0
(𝜏) − 𝜃mid)) , . . . ,
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where 𝐾
𝑟
is the chirp rate and 𝜏

𝑐
indicates the time delay of

the swath center.
Figure 4 shows the antenna patterns of the whole receive

antenna after ABF and DBF steps. Compared with the
antenna pattern without introducing the Δ𝜃

𝑟
as shown in

Figure 4(a), grating lobes of the whole receive antenna are
well suppressed via the adjusted antenna pattern of each
subaperture in elevation. Consequently, range ambiguities
could be well suppressed even if they would be received by
grating lobes according to the side looking SAR imaging
geometry.

The aims of DBF in elevation are suppressing range
ambiguity and improving the SNR especially for the edge of

Table 1: Simulation system parameters.

Parameters Value
Sensor height 700 km
Carrier frequency 9.65GHz
Size of the whole antenna (az. × el.) 15m × 0.72m
Number of subapertures (az. × el.) 10 × 4

Number of T/R modules (az. × el.) 80 × 36

Pulse duration 80 𝜇s
Pulse bandwidth 500/350/240MHz
Peak power 64 kw
Looking angle 18∘∼53∘

Swath width 100 km
Overlap between adjacent swaths ⩾5%

swath. The range ambiguity to signal ration (RASR) could be
computed as follows [17]:
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=
∑
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where 𝜎(𝜂) represents the backscattering coefficient, 𝜂 is the
incident angle, and 𝜃amb,𝑛 and 𝜂amb,𝑛 are the looking angel
angle and incident angle of the 𝑛th ambiguity. The angular
offset Δ𝜃

𝑡
is usually adopted to improve the SNR level in

spaceborne SAR system design. Another important system
performance is noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ), which
is computed as follows [17]:

NESZ =
256𝜋
3

𝐾𝑇
0
𝐹
𝑛
𝑟
3

0

𝐿 sys𝐿azV𝑠𝐵𝑟 sin (𝜂)
𝑃
𝑡
𝐺
𝑡
(𝜃) 𝐺
𝑟
(𝜃) 𝜆
3𝑐 ⋅ 𝜏
𝑝
⋅ PRF

, (15)

where 𝐾 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇
0
is the receiver

temperature, 𝐹
𝑛
is the noise figure, 𝐿 sys denotes the system

losses,𝐿az indicates the azimuth loss, V
𝑠
is the satellite velocity,

𝐵
𝑟
is the transmitted pulse bandwidth, 𝑟

0
is the slant range,

and 𝜏
𝑝
is the pulse duration. To obtain satisfied RASR and

NESZ, Figure 5 shows the block diagram of system design for
ABF and DBF on receive in elevation. The angular interval
Δ𝜃
𝑡
for transmitting is introduced to improve the NESZ,

while the angular interval Δ𝜃
𝑟
in ABF net of each received

subaperture is adopted to suppress grating lobes to obtain the
desired RASR level.

4. Simulation Experiment

To validate the effect on the range ambiguity suppression of
the proposed receive approach, a designed system example
is given in this section. Simulation parameters and perfor-
mances requirement are listed in Table 1. According to the
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Figure 4: Antenna patterns of the whole receive antenna.
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Figure 5: The block diagram of system design for ABF and DBF on
receive in elevation.

simulation system parameters, the timing diagram selection
result is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows system performances RASR and NESZ of
all swaths in Figure 6, when conventional DBF on receive
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Figure 6: The timing diagram selection result.

in elevation is adopted to improve system performances.
Figure 8 shows system performances RASR and NESZ of all
swaths with the proposed echo receive approach. It can be
seen that the RASR values are obviously improved as shown
in Figure 8(a) at the cost of the little NESZ value degradation
as shown in Figure 8(b).

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a receive approach in elevation to
reduce the high RASR level in the case of ambiguities
received by grating lobes with the high receive gain. Since
the antenna pattern of the whole antenna is weighted by
the antenna pattern of the subaperture, the antenna pattern
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Figure 7: System performances of the designed SAR system with conventional DBF on receive.
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Figure 8: System performances of the designed SAR system with the proposed approach.

of each subaperture is first adjusted according the imaging
geometry before DBF processing onboard, which results in
obviously suppressed grating lobes and the improved RASR
level. The only cost of this receive approach is the little
NESZ reduction, since the beam pointing direction of each
subaperture in elevation is not pointed to the swath center.
Furthermore, compared with the improvement of RASR, the
NESZ reduction is so little and even could be neglected as
shown in Figure 8. Simulation results validate the proposed
approach.
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